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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal m and quotient field k = R/m. 
In Shamash [l], I showed that under certain conditions on the Koszul 
complex K of R, P,(k) is equal to the Poincare Series of a graded associative 
algebra of the form (R/m OR K @a T(E)/a) where T(E) is the tensor 
algebra of the graded free R-module with the property that dim(E) = 
dim(Hi-l(K)) for all i, and a is a finitely generated homogeneous ideal of 
T(E). Without much difficulty one can then display a formula for P,(k) as 
a rational function. With the notation of Ref. [l], the conditions that I 
required were the following: 
(1) The homology complex of K, H(K) is an excellent alternating 
algebra. 
(2) There exists a base B of H(K) such that H(K) is B-excellent. 
(3) Assuming the existence of B as in condition (2), then the derived 
base of B, B, is nice. 
Condition (3) is always satisfied provided Hi(K) = 0 for i > 3. Condition 
(1) is of the following sort: Let Tl , T, , and T3 be three homogeneous 
cycles of K such that the images in H(K) of Tl @ T, , Tl @ T3, and 
T, @ T3 are linearly independent. Then Tl @ T, @ T, is not a boundary. 
The purpose of this paper is to remove condition (2). The assertion about 
P,(k) is then as before, except that I am no longer able to obtain a as a 
finitely generated ideal. However, a complete description of a is given and 
a counting argument (which I omit) can display P,(k) as a rational function. 
2. With the notation of Ref. [l], we assume that B is an excellent 
base for H(K) and that its derived base B is nice. If x = x1 @ **a @ X, is 
a basic element of weight n, then we have the following formulas for d(x), 
where Ct is the differentiation on K @ T(E) = K OR T(E) OR R/m: 
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if x is K-basic; whereas, 
S-1 
(2) d(X) = C (-l)C”‘deg(zj)Xr @ ‘*’ @ Xi-2 @ y(Xi-1 9 Xi) @ Xi+1 
i=l 
if x is U-basic. 
We wish to d_escribe a subsp_ace F of T(E) such that (1) dis injective on F, -- 
(2) d(T(E)) < d(F), (3) F + d(F) is a two-sided ideal of T(E) for which 
we give an explicit description. In that case P,(k) = P(K @ T(E)/(F+ J(F)). 
Now, as in Section (5) of Ref. [I] we let T be a set of cycles of K whose 
images in H(K) is B. We let T be derived from T as B is derived from B. 
We then call the elements of T n T the primary elements of T and those of 
T - T the secondary elements. Thus if T n T = (TI ,..., T,}, then every 
element of T is of the form Ti, @ ... @ Ti, . For every such element of T 
we denote w,....,~ to be the basis element of E such that d(u(,,,...,i,)) = 
T(i,,....i,) * These elements of E are called the distinguished base of E. They 
are called primary elements if r = 1 and secondary otherwise. If 
x=x1@ ... @ x, is a U-basic element of weight 12, then x will be called 
distinguished if xi is distinguished for all i, 1 < i < 11. We will be dealing 
almost exclusively with distinguished elements and will, therefore, omit the 
adjective except where confusion may arise. 
Bad elements. 
Let x = x, @ xa with xi = uj be a primary element and xs = u(,~~...,~J 
either primary or secondary. Then x is said to be bad if 
Y(Xl 9 x2) = %l,...,i,,i) . 
By induction, we detine bad elements of higher weight as follows: Suppose 
x = xi @ *** @ x,-r @ x, is U-basic, then x is called bad of weight n if the 
following properties are satisfied. 
(1) xi is primary for i < 11 - 2 and x1 @ *.* @ xi is not bad for all 
i<n-2. 
(2) x,-s @ ~(x+i , x,) is not bad. 
(3) either x+r @ x, is bad and xi @ *.* @ x,-i is not bad, or x, @ x,-i 
is bad and xi @ *** @ x,-a @ x, is bad. 
DEFINITION. x = x, @ e-e ox,, is said to be good of weight n if xi is 
primary for all i, 1 < i < 71, and x, @ *** @ xi is not bad for all i, 2 & i < n. 
Notice in particular that xi @ xi+r is (necessarily) not bad for all 
i,l<i<n-1. 
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DEFINITION. x = x1 @ -.. @x, is said to be semigood of weight 1~ 
if x1 @ **v @ x,-r is good of weight n - 1, x, is secondary, and x,-r @ x, 
is not bad. 
DEFINITION. Let x = x1 @ *.a @ x, be bad. Then we define 
Lx(x) = x1 @ -.. @ x,-2 0 y(xn-l , Xn). 
LEMMA 1. 01 defines a one-to-one correspondence between the bad elements 
of weight n and the semigood elements of weight n - 1. 
Proof. 01 clearly maps the bad elements of weight n one-to-one into the 
semigood elements of weight n - 1. Now suppose that x = x1 @ a** @ x,-r 
is semigood and suppose x,-r = u(~~,...,~,) with I > 2. Now if 
is good, then x’ = x1 @ *** @ x,-r @ ui, @ zqfl ,..., Q is bad and x = 01(x’). 
If on the other hand, x1 @ a** @ x,-r @ uo,) IS bad, then 
is bad, and x = 01(x’). 
LEMMA 2. (a) Let x = x1 @ a.* @ x,, be bad and xl @ *** @ xnP1 be good. 
Then x1 @ *** @ x, @ x,+~ is bad 0 x1 @ *** @ x,-~ @I y(xndl , x,) @ xnfl 
is bud. 
(b) Suppose that x1 @ *a* @ x, is bad and x1 @ mm* @ x,-~ is bud. Then 
is bud o x1 @ -a. @ x,+, @ ~(JJ(x+~ , x,-~), x,J @ x,+~ is bad. 
(c) Suppose that x = x1 @ ..- @x, is bad and x1 @ ... @x,-~ is 
semigood, so that x1 @ .** @ x,-~ = “(x1 @ **= @ x,-~ @ x1 @ xm) with 
xl @ *** @ x,,-~ @ xl @ x, bud. Assume that x1 @ *.* @ x,+ @ xz is good. 
Then x1 @ *.* @ x,-~ @ y(xnP1 , x,) @ x,+~ is bad 0 
is bad. 
Proof. (a) e Since x, @ *** @ x,-s @ y(x,-, , x,) @ x,+~ is bad, we 
have that x,+r @ ~(x,+r, x,) is bad and x1 @ *** @ x,-~ @ x,+~ is bad. 
Thus x,+~ @ x, is bad and x1 @ a** @ x,-~ @ r(xn , xn+r) is semigood. 
Thus all that remains to be shown is that x1 @ **a @ x,-~ @ x,+~ is bad. 
But since x,+~ @ x,-~ is bad and x1 @ .** @ x,-~ @ x,+~ is bad, all we need 
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show is that x,-a @ y(~,+i , x,+i) is not bad. But this follows from the fact 
that x,-a @ xlzP1 is not bad. 
3 Since x1 @ 1.. @ x, is bad and xi @ ..* @ x, @ x,+~ is bad, x, @ x,+i 
is not bad. Thus x,+r @ x, is bad and xi @ .*a @ x,-r @ x,+~ is bad. Now 
if%-1 @x78+1 were bad, then we cannot have x, @ x,-i is bad. Thus since 
x1 @ *** @ x, is bad, we must have x,-i @ x, is bad, and thus since B is 
an excellent base for H(K) we must have x,-i @ y(xn , x,+J is bad. This is 
a contradiction of our assumptions. Thus we can assume that x,-r @ x,+~ 
is not bad. Then x1 @ a** @ x,-~ @ x,+~ bad implies that xnfl @ x,-~ is 
bad and x1 @ .** @ x,-a @ x,+i is bad. Now since B is an excellent base for 
H(K), the relations x,+r @ x,-~ is bad, x,+r @ X, is bad, and either x,-i @ x, 
is bad or x, @ x,-~ is bad, imply that xnfl @ y(xlaP1 , x,) is bad. Since 
%-lOY(% > xn+J is then not bad, we obtain that xi @ e-0 @ x,+i is bad. 
(b) =+ In fact we have from part (a) that 
Xl 0 *-* 0%3 OY(Xn-2 Y X,-l) 0% 
is bad. Thus x, @ y(x+a , x,-J is bad. Since by assumption, 
Xl 0 *** 0 x,-z 0 Y(%-1 ! 4 0 x,+1 
is bad, x,+i @ y(x+i , x,) is bad and x1 @ 0.. @ x,-a @ x,+~ is bad. Since 
x, @ x,-a is bad and x,+r @ x, is bad, we cannot have x,-a @ x,+r is bad. 
Thus x,+r @ x,...s is bad and x1 @ *a* @ x,-~ @ x,+i is bad. Now we have 
already shown that x,+i @ x, , xn+i @ x,-~ and x,+i @ x,-~ is bad; thus 
since B is an excellent base for H(K) we have that x,+r @ y(y(xnW1 , x,-a), x,) 
is bad. Finally, since x1 @ em* @ x,-s @ y(y(x+a , x,-J, x,) is semigood, 
certainly x1 @ -0. @ x,-~ @ y(y(y(x,-s , x,-J, xJ, x,+J is semigood, which 
completes the proof that xi @ *** @ x,-~ @ y(y(x+a , x+J, x,) @ x,+~ 
is bad. 
+ Conversely, if x1 @ **a @ x,-~ @ y(y(x,-a , x,-r), xn) @ x,+~ is bad, 
then x1 @ *.. @x,-s @ x,+~ is bad and x,+~ @ y(y(x+s , x,-r), x,) is bad 
so that certainly x,+r @ x,-a is bad and x,+i @ y(xnml , x,) is bad. Thus 
x10~-0%-20x?l+1 is bad, so finally since .~,-s @ y(y(q-r , x,), x,+r) 
is not bad we obtain that x1 @ *** @ xne2 @ y(q-r , x,) @ x,+~ is bad. 
(c) This is just part (b) with X, playing the role of x,-r in (b), xz the 
role of x,-a in (b), and x,-a the role of x,-~ in (b). 
Very bad elements. 
Let x = x’ @ x1 @ xa @ 0.. @ x, have the following properties: 
(1) x’ is good of arbitrary weight; 
(2) x’ @ x, is bad; 
(3) ol(x’ @ x1) @ xa is bad. 
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Let us define by induction cuj(x’ @ x1 @ **. @ xj) for all j, 1 < j < 71. 
al(x’ @ x1) is defined to be ~(x’ @ x1). We assume by induction on j that 
&1(x’ @ x1 @ -a* @ xj-t) has been defined. Then if 
is bad, we define c$(x’ @ xi @ **a @ xj) = ol(c@(x’ @ xi @ * * * @ x+i) @ xi). 
We shall call x an a-very bad element of length n if an(x’ @ x, @ *** @ x,) 
is defined. 
Now still assuming properties (l-3) above, we know by Lemma (2a) that 
x’ @xi @ xa is bad. We define fil(x’ @xi @ x2) = ol(x’ @xi @x2). We 
assume by induction that p(x’ @ xi @ *** @ x~+~) has been defined and that 
pj(x’ @ x1 @ a** @ x~+~) @ xi+a is bad. Then we define 
x will be called a p-very bad element of length n if /3+l(x’ @ xi @ *** @ x,) 
has been defined. 
LEMMA 3. x is m-very bad of length n e x is p-very bad of length n. 
Proof. In fact let us describe by induction what it means for 
x=x’Ox,O...Ox,tobeol-verybadoflengthn.Letx’=x”Ou,Ou,. 
Suppose x1 = U, where w is some r-tuple (a, ,..., a,) with a, < a, for i < j 
and r possibly equals 1. For all k, 2 < k < n, suppose that xk = ui, . 
Since x” @ U, @ ub @ u, is bad we have either: Case (1) z+, @ u, is bad so 
that y(ub , u,) = u(~,*) (where (w, 6) denotes the r-tuple (a, ,..., a,, 6)) and 
clil(x’ @xi) = x” @u, @ u(,,,~) , or, Case (2) x” @u, @ u, is bad and 
u, @ ub is bad so that Y = 1 and y(ub , u,,) = u(,,,) and 
d(x’ @ x1) = xn @ u, @ U(bvW) . 
Suppose now that for j < n, we have defined 
and has been shown to equal u(~,~,~,,.,.,~~) in Case (1) and to equal 
u(b,w,i 2 ,..., ij) in Case (2). Thus in either case uij @ y(u, , u, , ui, ,..., uij-,) is 
bad. Assume further that it has been shown that olj(x’ @ xi @ 0.. @ x9) = 
X” O ua O y(Ilb T Uil T...Y uij) and that x” @ U, @ uik is bad for ail k, 2 < k ,< j. 
Let us show that these properties hold for j + 1. In fact, we have by 
hypothesis that 
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is bad. Thus x” @ u, @ uij+l is bad and u~,+~ @ y(u, , u, ,..., uij) is bad. 
Thus dub , uw y-e3 ui,+J = Y(Y(U~ , urn ,..., uij), uij+,> = u(w,b,i2,...,ij+l) in 
Case (1) and is equal to z+~,~,,...,~~+,) in Case (2). 
Now let us give a description of what it means for x = x’ @ xi @ *.* @ X, 
to be ,&very bad of length n. Again suppose x’ = xN @ u, @ ub , suppose 
Xl = %I , and xi = ui, for 2 < j < n. Then as before, since x’ @ x1 is bad 
we have two cases: either (1) ur, @ u, is bad, in which case y(ub , u,) = IC(~,~) , 
or, (2) xv @ 24, @ u, is bad and u, @ ub is bad, in which case 
r(z&,  u,) = u(b,,,) . In either case, we have 01(x’ @ xi) = xN @ u, @ y(u, , u,). 
Now by Lemma (2a) we have that x’ @ xi @ xs is bad o or(x’ @ x1) @ xs 
is bad, i.e. o x” @ u, @ y(ub , u,) @ ui, is bad. But this is equivalent to 
2” @ u, @ ui, is bad and ui, @ y(u, , u,) is bad so that r(r(ub , u,), ui,) = 
u(,,~,~,) in Case (1) and r(r(ub , uw), ui,) = ?%(b,w,i,) in Case (2). Furthermore, 
/3l(x’ @ xi @ x2) = x’ @ y(xr , x2) = x’ @ u(,,~,) . We again assume by 
induction on j, 2 < j < n, that we have defined y(u, , u, , ui, ,..., ui,) = 
r(,+b , %a , uil ,*--, uijel), ui .) and that we have shown it to equal u(~,~,~,,...,~~) 
in Case (1) and to equal z&,,~, ,..., i ) in Case (2). Assume further that we 
have shown that pj-l(x’ @ x1 @ ‘.** @ xj) = x’ @ u(~,~,,...,~~) and that 
x” @ u, @ uik. is bad for 2 < k <j. Let us show that these properties are 
satisfied for j + 1. In fact we are given that p-l(x’ @ x1 @ a** @ xj) @ xi+r 
is bad so that x’ 0 u(,,i, ,..., ii).0 uij+, is bad which is equivalent to x’ @ u*,+~ 
is bad and uij+l @ z+,~,,...,~,) 1s bad. But then uij+l @ uij is bad and we know 
that uif @ ub is bad, so we cannot have ub @ Q is bad. Thus x’ 6J u, @ u~,+~ 
is bad and u~*+~ @ ub is bad. Thus since B is an excellent base for H(K), 
we obtain that 
~i,+~ @ y@b , % , usa ,... , UQ> is bad 
and y(d”b, %, ui, ,..., uij), uij+,> = U(w,b,il,...,ii+l) in Case (1) and is equal 
to u(b.w.il.....ij+l ) in Case (2). This completes the characterization of p-very 
bad elements of length n which is clearly equivalent to the characterization 
of a-very bad elements of length n and thus completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
DEFINITION. We call x very bad of length n if it is either a-very bad or 
p-very bad of length n. If n = 1 or 2, the very bad elements are bad. 
Vaccillating elements. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose z = z’ @ u, is semigood with I’ good and u, 
secondary, say w = (il ,..., i,). Then there exists a unique very bad element 
x = x’ @x1 @ *** @ xi of length j, such that z = c&(x) OY z = /3j-‘(x). 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on r. By Lemma 1 we know that either 
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(1) 53 = + 0 %, 0 u(il,...,i,-l ) with z’ @ ui, is good, in which case we are 
done with j = 1, or (2) z = a(~’ @ u(<, ,..., i,-l) @ ui,) with z’ 0 U(+ ,..., <,-1) 
is bad, in which case we are done with j = 2, or (3) 
semigood, in which case we can apply our inductive hypothesis and then 
immediately obtain the desired result. 
DEFINITION. Let z = CY~(X) or /3-‘(x) be semigood. Then z @ x1 @ **a @ x, 
will be called vaccillating of length 71 if x @ x1 @ .*. @ x, is very bad of 
length n + j. Notice that a vaccillating element of length 1 is bad, but for 
j > 1, vaccillating elements of length j are not very bad. 
DEFINITION OF F(i) AND H(i). 
E(i) will denote E @ E @ **a @ E. 
-4 , 
i times 
G(i) will denote the subspace of E(i) generated by the good elements. 
Fi,j will denote the subspace of E(i + j) generated by the very bad elements 
of length j. 
For j odd, V,,j will denote the subspace of E(i + j) generated by the 
vaccillating elements of length j. 
Hi will denote the subspace of E(i) generated by the semigood elements. 
For j even, W,,j will denote the subspace of E(i + j) generated by the 
vaccillating elements of length j. 
(Fi,Jk will denote the subspace of E(i + j + k) generated by distinguished 
elements of the form x’ @ x1 @ a.. @ xk with x’ E F,,j but x’ @ x1 $ Fi.j+l . 
In particular, (Fi,JI = Fi,i . 
( Z’i,i)k will denote the subspace of E(i + j + k) generated by distinguished 
elements of the form x’ @ x1 @ **a @ xlC with x’ E V,,i but x’ @ x1 6 Wi,j+l . 
(WJ” will denote the subspace of E(i + j + k) generated by distinguished 
elements of the form x’ @ x1 @ .*a @ xk with x’ E Wi,, but x’ @ x1 $ Vii.i+l . 
(Hi)” will denote the subspace of E(i + k) generated by distinguished 
elements of the form x’ @ x1 @ *** @ x, with x’ E Hi but x’ @ x1 $ Vi,l . 
LEMMA 5. For n any integer >0, E(n) is the direct sum of G(n), H, , and 
those subspaces of the form (Fspj)“, ( Vi,Jk”, (W,,?)” and (Hi)* (k possibly 0) which 
are contained in E(n). 
Proof. This is obvious simply by reading a distinguished element of 
E(n) from left to right. 
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F(n) is defined to be the direct sum of the subspaces of the form (Fi,JL 
and (V&” which are contained in E(n). 
H(n) is defined to be the direct sum of the subspaces of the form (Hi)k and 
(IV&” which are contained in E(n). Thus we have from lemma 5 that 
E(n) = F(n) @ H(n) @ G(n). 
DEFINITION OF 0~. Suppose x = x’ @ xi @ *** @ xi is very bad of length 
j. If j is odd, then we define a(x) = or(x’ @xi) @x2 @ a*. @xi. If 
j is even, then we define a(x) = ol(x’ @ xi @ x2) @ xa @ *** @xi . If 
x = x’ @ xi @ 9.. @ xj is vaccillating of length j with j odd, then we define 
01(x)=or(x’~x1)~x2~...~xj. If x=x’@x,@.*.@x, is E(F$, 
or (Vi,j)“, then we define U(X) = 01(x’) @ x1 @ a.0 @ xk . 
LEMMA 6. LX defines a one-to-one map of F(n) onto H(n - 1) for all n 3 2. 
In particular, dim(F(n)) = dim(H(n - 1)). 
Proof. It is clear first of all from Lemma 1 that (y. defines a one-to-one 
correspondence from Fi,, @ Fi-,,, @ V,,j onto Hi for all i. For j any odd 
integer, OL extends this map to a one-to-one map between F,,$ @ Fi-l,j+l @ V,,j 
onto W,,i-l . (Y then clearly extends this map to a one-to-one correspondence 
between F(n) and H(n - 1). 
LEMMA 7. d(E(n)) ZF(n - 1) + H(n - 1). 
Proof. This is clear from the equation for c?. 
An ordering of E(n). 
Let N be a finite set of integers (1, 2,..., w}. Let fi be the set of all finite sets 
ia, ,..., a,} with ai E N for all i, but possibly ai = aj for i f j. Let SiV be 
the set of all finite strings of elements in N with the property 
s = (a, ,..., a,) E SN o ai < aj for i<j. 
There exists an obvious one-to-one correspondence between fi and SN. If 
a = (al ,..., a,) and b = (b, ,..., b,) are two elements of SN we set a < b if 
there exists j, 1 < j < n, such that aj < bj and ai = bi , for i < j, or if 
n < m and for all i, 1 ,( i < n, ai = bi . This defines a total ordering of SN. 
Now let x = xi @ *** @ x, be a distinguished element of E(n). Each Xi 
is then of the form ZQ, ,..., Q . Define e(x) = Uy=i (il ,..., i,} where the union 
is taken in 8 so that if i, = j, as integers, they are not equal in 0(x) unless 
i = j and a = b. Let 8(x) be the corresponding element of SN. If x and y are 
two distinguished elements of E(n), we set x < y if g(x) < e< y). This 
defines a partial ordering of E(n). If x < y, but y is not < x, we set x < y. 
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LEMMA 8. (a) If u is any permutation of the set of integers (I,..., n>, then 
xo(l) @ 0-a @ X0(,) < x1 @ -3. @ x, . 
(b) Let x and y be two distinguished elements of E(n) with x < y (resp. 
x < y). Let z be any distinguished element of T(E). Then x @ y < x @ z 
(resp. x @) y < x @ 2). 
Proof. Obvious, 
LEMMA 9. Let x1 = u(~~,...,~,) and x2 = u(jI,...,j,) be two distinguished 
base elements of E. Then one or the other of the following two possibilities is 
satisjied: 
(1) ui, 0 U%il ,..., SOml) 02,) is bad (if a = 1, it only says that xi @ xs 
is bad), or uj, 0 u~(s,ou,~~ ,..., jD-l, 1 is bad, depending on whether ui, @ uj b 
is bad or ujb @ ui is bad. a 
(2) Ax1 0 x2) = XL1 14 yz 0 zz) with yz 0 zz bad and <xl 0 x2 
for all 1, 1 < 1 < s. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the definitions. 
DEFINITION. If x = X, @x2 satisfies property (2) of Lemma 9, then x 
will be called very good. 
The partial ordering < in E(n) induces a partial order < inF(n). If x and 
y are distinguished elements of F(n) with x < y and y < X, then they will 
be called equivalent. This obviously defines an equivalence relation in F(n) 
whose classes are then totally ordered. We wish to define a total ordering 
within each of these equivalences which, when combined with the total 
ordering of the equivalence classes, will yield a total ordering of the distin- 
guished elements ofF(n). Let, then, x = xi @ 0.. @x, andy = yr @ **a @yll 
be equivalent elements of F(n). Then x E (Fk,$ or (V&b for some k, a, and 
b and y E (Fk,,a,)b’ for some k’, a’, and b’. We write x < y if any of the 
following properties are satisfied: 
(I) k < h’, 
(2) k = k’, but x E (FkJb and y E (Vk,a,)b’, 
(3) k = k’ and x E (Vk,Jb and y E (Vk,a,)b’, so that X, = u(~~,...,~,) 
and yk = u(~,’ ,..., Rt,) . Then Y < t. 
The above three conditions define only a partial ordering within each 
equivalence class. But subject to the above three conditions, we extend the 
(transitive) relation < to a total ordering is an arbitrary fashion. Thus 
combined with the total ordering of the equivalence classes, < defines a 
total ordering of the distinguished elements of F(n). 
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MAIN LEMMA. If x = x1 @ -*a @ x, EF(~), then for all i, 
n-l >i> l,x,~...~~~-~~y(x~,x~+~)~x~+~~...~x, 
(denoted henceforth by n(x)) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). 
To prove the main lemma, we first prove 
LEMMA 10. Suppose x EF(n). Then ri(x) E d((F(n)) + F(n - 1) fog all i, 
1 < i < n - 1, unless x E (F,,Jb or ( V,,Jb for some k and b, in which case 
yi(x) E &F(n)) + F(n - 1) for all l,(i<n-1 
provided Y~+~(x) E ;E(F(n)) + F(n - 1). 
Caution. The lemma asserts (and we shall prove) in particular that 
if x EF,-i,r or V,-,,, , then n(x) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). 
Proof ofLemma 10. The proof is by induction on the order of x. If 
x E (FI,1)12-2, then x1 @ x2 is bad. Certainly, then, for i > 2, ri(x) EF(n - 1) 
and, by assumption, y2(x) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). Thus since d(z) = 
xy:: l iyi(x), with ci = f 1, we obtain that y,(x) E IE(F(n)) + F(n - l), which 
starts the induction. We now assume that Lemma 10 has been proved for all 
elements of F(n) less than some fixed element x of F(n). 
Suppose first that x E (Fk,Jb. Then we always have for i > k + 1, that 
yi(x) EF(~ - 1). If a = 1, then yl;+r(x) is by assumption in d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). 
If a is even, then by Lemma 3, yk(x) E (Vk+$ C F(n - 1). If a is odd and 
23, then again by Lemma 3, ~~+r(x) E (Vk+l,a-Jb CF(n - 1). Thus in all 
these cases it suffices to show that for i < k, yi(x) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). 
Suppose now that x = x1 @ ..a @ x, E (V;c,a)b. If i > k + a, then 
Y$(x) E (Vk,a)b-l CF(n - 1). Similarly, if i = k + a’ with a’ even and 
a’ < a, then n(x) E (VI~,a~-l)b’ C F(n - 1). Suppose now that i = 
k + a’ < k + a and a’ is odd. If a = 1, then a’ is odd and y,(x) is by 
hypothesis in &F(n)) + F(n - 1). If a is > 1, we suppose first that a’ 3 3. 
By assumption, xk is secondary, suppose xk = u(~~,...,~,) with r > 2. Let X’ 
denote x1 @ *** @ xKP1 . We know from Lemma 4 that either 
(1) x’ @ uK = ~l(x’ @ ui, @ u(~,,...,~,-,)) with x’ @ ui, good, or 
(2) x’ 0 uk = 4~’ 0 wi, ,..., irml) 63 %,I with 3’ 0 u(il ,..., ireI) bad, or 
(3) x’ 0 uk = 4~‘ 0 w, ,..., i,-l) 0 ui,) with x’ 0 u(il ,..., ;,-J bad. 
In case (I), we define 
Y = x’ 0 uir 0 WI ,..., i+, ) @ yi-k(xk+l @ “’ @ %). 
Then y is very bad of length 33 and y < x by (2) of the definition of <. 
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Thus, by induction, we have yk( y) = yi(x) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). In case (2) 
we let y = x’ @ qi, ,..., i,-1) @ ui, @ yiPk(xR+r @ *a* ax,). Then again y 
is very bad of length 24 and y < x by (1) of the definition of <. Thus, by 
induction, riC( y) = Ye E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). In case (3) we let 
In this case y E ( Vk,a,)b’ and y < x by (3) of the definition of <. Thus, by 
induction, we have yk( y) = Ye E ;E(F(n)) + F(n - 1). This completes 
the proof for a’ > 3. 
We assume now that x = x1 @ **a @ x, E (Vk,Jb with a 3 3, and we 
show that yIz+r(x) E ;E(F(n)) + F(n - I). We again consider the above three 
cases. In case (2), if y = x’ @ u(~~,...,~,-,) @ ui, @ yr(q.+r @ *.a @ x,J, then 
Y E (Fk-l,Jb and so since y < X, yk( y) = y&z) E d((F(n)) + F(n - 1). 
Suppose first that there exists no integer I, 1 < I < r - 1, such that 
xi @ **a @ xk-i @ ui, is good. Then if we define z to be 
z is very bad of length r + 3. We wish to show by induction on j, that for all 
j,l<j<r-1, 
is E J(F(n)) + F(rz - 1). Applying this result for j = T - 1, we obtain that 
Yk+l( Y> E W(4) + F(n - I>, where 
Since y < x, we can apply induction on the order of x to obtain yk( y) = 
Yk+l(*) E @(n,> + F(n - 1). N ow to prove the induction on j, consider 
first the case j = 1. Then 
x1 @ “* @ xk-l @ %, @ U(iz....,i,,b.e) @ xk+3 @ “* @ x, 
is vaccillating of length a - 2. This starts the induction. Assume the result 
is true for j - 1 and define y to be 
Then we are assuming that yk+r( y) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). Since y is clearly 
bad and y < x, we can apply our induction on the order of x to obtain 
rk( y) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1) which completes our induction on j. 
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Suppose now that I is the largest integer such that xi @ *a* @ xk-t @ z+, 
is bad. If 1 = 1, no change need be made in the above argument except that 
z is now very bad of length Y + 2. Suppose then I> 1, and consider 
Then x is very bad of length r - 1 + 3, and we show as before, by induction 
on j, that for all j, I < j < r - I, 
x1 @ **’ @ xk-l @ u(il ,..,, ij) 8 u(ij+l ,..., i,,n.b) @ xk+3 @ *” ox, 
E;E(F(?z)) $F(n - 1). 
In particular, for j = r - 1, this asserts that if 
then yk+r( y) E @‘(z)) + F(n - I). Since y is bad and <x, we obtain, by 
induction, that yk( y) = Y~<+~(x) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1) which completes 
the proof. 
We have thus shown that if x E ( Vk,a)b or (F7C,a)b, then 
Y&4 E W(4) + F(n - 1) for i>lt+1. 
Thus if we can show that for all i < k, y<(x) E Z(F(n)) + F(n - l), then 
since J(x) = Cyzir l iyi(x), we obtain rk(x) E J(F(n)) + F(n - 1) which 
would complete the proof of Lemma 10. 
We first consider the case x E (Vk,Jb for some k, a, and b, and the case 
i = K - 1. We know that xk: is secondary, say xk = (u~~,...,~,) with 7 3 2, 
and suppose xk-r = uj . We know that xlcel @ xk is not bad. By Lemma 9 
we have either case (1) uj @ zci, or ui, @ ui is bad for all 1, 1 < 1 < r, or 
case (2) ?dXk-l , k - x ) - c;=, y( y1 @ zl) with y1 @x1 bad and <x,-i @ xk 
for all 1, 1 < I < s. In case (1) we must have ui, @ uj is bad, for otherwise 
xk @ %,.....i J would be bad since B is an excellent base for H(K). Thus 
uj @ xk+i is not bad and so since xi @ a** @ xk-i @ xk+r is bad, we must have 
xk+r @ ui is bad and xi @ ..* @ xke2 @ xkfl is bad. Thus xK+r @ y(xk-r , xk) 
is bad since B is an excellent base for H(K), and thus yk-r(xl @ *** @ xk+i) 
is bad. However, if a > 1, we can obtain similarly that yli-r(x) E ( vk,a)b. 
In case (2) we easily obtain by induction on the order of x that for all 
1, 1 < 1 < s, 
and so summing on I we have yK-r(x) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). 
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LEMMA 11. Let x be the jxed element of Lemma 10. Suppose x E (Fle,Jb 
(resp., x E ( Vk,Jb). Let i < k (resp. i < k - 1). Then y,(x) E &F(n)) + F(n - 1) 
unless for all 1, i < 1 < k (resp., i < 1 < k - l), we have that 
(i.e., xi is removed) is good and x1 @ es* @ ~2~ @ *a* @ x1 @ xi is bad. 
Proof. We assume by induction on 1 that we have shown that for all 
1, i < 1 < k (resp., i < 1 < K - l), x1 @ *** @ & @ **a @ x1 is good and 
xlO...O~~i...OxlOxiisbad.W p e roceed to establish this for If 1. 
(I omit the start of the induction which is completely analogous to the proof 
of the inductive step.) If now we can show that 
yl(x,0...04,0...0x,0xiOx,+,0...0x,)~d(F(n))+F(n- l), 
then we would be done, for then we could apply our induction hypothesis 
ontheorderofxtoy=x,O...O~~O...Ox,OxiOx,+,O...Ox,<x, 
to conclude that 
and continuing thus (another, but this time trivial, induction) we would 
obtain that yi(x) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). If now xi @ xi+r is very good then by 
using Lemma 9 we would obtain as before that rr( y) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). 
Ifx,O...OffiO...O~IO~iOxl+lisbad,thenyE(F,_l,,)bfora~2 
and so we have by induction on the order of x that x(y) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1) 
and we would be done. Now if xlfl @ xi is bad, then 
must be good, for otherwise x1 @ v.0 @ ffi @ +** @ xr @ xi @ xlfl would 
be bad, which we have just assumed is not so. Thus if xI+r @ xi were bad, 
Lemma 11 would be proved and so we can assume that is not the case. Then 
since xi @ xz+i is not very good, we must have xi @ xl+r is bad. But then 
xl@**~@ai@*-@X2+10 i x x would be bad and Lemma 11 would be 
proved if we can show that x1 @ ... @ 32.i @ **a @ xl+i is good. But if it 
were bad, then x1 @ *** @ 3i.< @ *** @ x1+1 0 xi @ X~+~ @ *** @ X, E (Flel,Jb 
with a 2 2, and so we can apply our inductive hypothesis on the order of x 
toconcludethatx,O...O~iO...O~IOY(~1+1,~i)Ox1+2O...O~nE 
F(n) + d(F(n - 1)). Th’ is completes the proof of Lemma 11. 
With Lemma 11 established, we return to the proof of Lemma 10, 
assuming first that x E ( Vk,Jb, and (by Lemma 11) that for all 1, i < I< k - 1, 
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xi @ a*. @ 4, @ *** @ x8 is good and xi @ *** @ 4, @ 0.. @ x8 @ xi is bad. 
Let z denote xi @ **a @ $ @ ... @ xk-r. We wish to show that 
z @ y(xi , xk) @ xk+r @ *.* @ x, E J(F(n)) + F(n - 1) which will then imply 
as in the proof of Lemma 11 that ri(x) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). If xi @ xk is 
very good, then this is easily obtained by induction on the order of x by using 
Lemma 9. Now since xi @ ... @ xk is bad, we certainly have that xi @ xk+i 
is bad or xt+i @ xi is bad. If xk+i @ xi is bad, then since xlc+i @ xk is bad 
and since B is an excellent base for H(K), xk+i @ y(xi , xk) is bad 
and so since by Lemma 13 below, z @ xk-r @ xk+i is bad, we have 
z 0 Y(% 7 Xk) 0 %+1 is bad, and similarly yk-i(z @ xi @ xk @ *a* @ x,) E 
(Vk-r,Jb CF(n - 1). So we can suppose that xi @ xk+r is bad. Then since 
xk+i @ xk is bad and xi @ xk is not very good, we must have xi @ xk is bad. 
Then y = .z @ xk @ xi @ xk+i @ a.* @ x, E (Vk-,,Jb and so by induction 
on the order of x, we need to show that rk( y) E J(F(n)) + F(n - l), to 
obtain yk-r( y) E ct(F(n)) + F(n - 1). But since xi @ xk+i is bad, we have 
that z @ xk @ xk+i @ xi is bad. Moreover, since xii1 @ xk is bad, and by 
Lemma 13 z @ xk+i is bad, we obtain that 
.Z @xk @ xk+l @xi @ xk+2 8 "' 8 x, E(vk-l.a')b for a’ > 2. 
Thus by induction on the order of x we obtain that 
Ykb axk @xk+l@xi oxkt2 outgo%) =rk(Y)~~ppq+F(n- 1) 
which completes the proof of Lemma 10 in the case that x is vaccillating. 
To finish the proof of Lemma 10, we can now assume that xi @ *** @ xk 
is good, x1 @ *** @ xktl is bad, and for all Z, 
is good and xi @ a** @ gi @ **a @x1 @xi is bad. We let z denote 
x1 @ ... @ & @ **a @ xk . As in the proof of Lemma 11, it will suffice to 
show that yk(z @ xi @ xlc.+i @ *a* @ x,J E a(F(n)) + F(n - 1). We know 
that since xi @ *** @ xktl is bad, Xi @ xg+l cannot be very good. If Xi @ xk+l 
is bad, then by Lemma 12 below, z @xk+r @Xi @x~+~ @ .** @X,E 
(F,-,,,)b for some a > 2, and so, by induction on the order of x, we obtain 
thatyk(~~xk+,~Xi~Xk+,~‘..~X,)=y~(~~X~~Xk+,~..’~X,)E 
d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). If on the other hand, xk+i @ xi is bad, then since 
z @ x~+~ is bad, we have that x @ xi @ ++r is bad and so 
X 0% @ xk+l @ "' 0% E(Fk-l.ajb for a>2 
and so yk(z @ xi @ xk+i @ *a* @ x,) E ii(F(n)) + F(n - 1). Thus to complete 
the proof of Lemma 10, all we need is the following two short lemmas: 
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LEMMA 12. Suppose that x1 @ *a* @ x~+~ is bad and for j < k that 
x1 @ *me @ Gi @ ..* @ xk is good. Then x1 @ .** @ & @ *** @ xlifl is bad 
unless possibly x~+~ @ xL is bad for all 1, k 3 1 > j and xj @ x,+1 is bad. 
In particular, we cannot have xi+1 @ xj is bad. 
Proof. If xi @ **a @ & @ a** 0 xk @ xR+i is not bad, then since 
xi @ ... @ fj @ *.. @ xB is good we cannot have xk @ xlcfl bad. Thus 
since xi @ *** @ xk @ xkfl is bad, we must have xk+r @ xk bad and 
x1 @ *a* @ xk-i @ xlc+t bad. Now if xi @ *.. @ 4 @ .** @ x~+~ is not bad 
and xL+i @ xA is bad, we must have xi @ a** @ 4 @ *a* @ xR-i @ xk+i is 
not bad. Thus by induction (on k - j) the lemma reduces to considering 
the case j = k - 1. In that case, we are assuming that xi @ .** @ xj @ xk+t 
is bad and xi @ a*. @ xi-i @ xkfl is not bad. Then xi @ xIcfl must be bad. 
LEMMA 13. Suppose x1 @ a.* @ x~+~ is bad and that xlc is secondary. 
Suppose for j<k-1, that x~@**.@$@***@x~-~ is good. Then 
x1 @ *a* @ U$ @ *em @ xgil is bad unless xi @ x~+~ is bad and x*+1 @ x2 is bad 
for all 1, k > 1 > j. In particular, x~+~ @ xj cannot be bad. 
Proof. If xi @ =.a @ A$ @ +a* @ xKfl is not bad, then since xk+i @x, 
is bad and since xi @ ... @ .$ @ ... @ xk-r is good and x,+i @ xk is not bad, 
we must have xi @ **. @ gj @ **a @ xk-i @ x~+~ good. But since 
Xl@ *** 0 Xk-10%+1 is bad, we have from Lemma 12 that xi @ xk+i 
is bad and xk+r @ x1 is bad for all 1, j < 1 < k. 
With the proof of Lemma 13 completed, we have proved Lemma 10 and 
we are now in a position to prove the main lemma. By Lemma 10 all we need 
to show is that if x E (Fk,Jb for some k and b, then yk+i(x) E J(F(n)) + F(n - 1). 
We observe that this is vaccuously satisfied if k = n - 1, and we proceed 
to show by decreasing induction on k that this is always true. In order to do 
this we have to define a new ordering on the distinguished elements of F(n). 
We let the original relation < in E(n) remain. This induces a partial ordering 
in F(n) which gives rise as before to a total ordering of equivalence classes. 
We define a total ordering within these equivalence classes as follows: 
Suppose x E (F,Jb or (V,,Jb for some k and b, and y E (F,,,,)b’ or (Vk,,l)b’ 
for some k’ and b’. If cl(x) = cl(y), then we set x < y if 
(I) k > k’, 
(2) k = k’ and x E (F,,,)” and y E (Vk,Jb, 
(3) Both x and y are in (VkJb. Then xk and yle are both secondary. 
Say xk = UQ, ,..., Q and ylc = z+r ,..., jll) . Then we assume that r < s. 
This only defines a partial ordering within each equivalence class, but 
subject to the above three conditions we extend < to a total ordering of each 
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equivalence class in an arbitrary manner. Combined with the total ordering 
of the equivalence classes, this defines a total ordering of the distinguished 
elements of F(n). 
Proof of the Main Lemma. The proof is by induction on the ordering 
of the distinguished elements of F(n) just introduced. The start of the 
induction is clear. Let x be any distinguished element of F(n) and suppose 
that the lemma has been proved for all y < x. By Lemma 10 we can assume 
that x E (V,,J’ or (Fk,Jb for K < n - 1, and all we need show is that 
YK+&) E rt(F(n)) + F(n - 1). 
Suppose, first, that x E (Fk,Jb so that x1 @ *** @ xk is good. We can 
assume that xk @ Y(x~+~ , xk+s) is not bad, for otherwise rk(x) EF(n - 1). 
If xk+l @ xk+2 is very good, then the result follows from a trivial application 
of Lemma 9, by induction on the order of x. If xk+r @ xkf2 is bad, then if 
x1 @ *-* @ xk @ xk+2 is good, 
is E(F~+~,,)~ and y < x. Thus Y~+~Y) = Y~+~(x) E V’(4) + F(n - 1) 
and we will be done. If x1 @ *** @ xk @ xk+2 is bad, then 
for a 3 2, and so By lemma 10, Y~+~( y) = yk+r(x) E &F(n)) + F(n - 1). 
Suppose now that x~+~ @ xk+r is bad. Then since x1 @ *** @ x&s is not bad, 
we must have that xi @ .** @ xk @ x~+~ is good so that 
and thus 
so that by induction on the order of x, yk+l( y) = yk+l(x) E d(F(n)) + F(n - 1). 
This completes the proof of the lemma if x E (Fk,Jb. 
Suppose now that x E (Vk,1)b, so that xk is secondary, say, xk = u(~~,...,~,) . 
Suppose, first, that x1 @ a.* @ xk-r @ ui, is good. Then, 
Y = % @ *-' @ xk-l @ %, @ %l,....irwl) @ hk+l 7 xk+2) 
so that y < x. Thus by induction on the order of x, we have that 
rk( r> = ~k+lW C W(4) + F(n - 1). 
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If, on the other hand, x1 @ .** @ xk-r @ ui, is bad, then 
x1 0 **. 0 xk-l 0 u(+..,~,-J 0 ui, is bad. 
If, x1 @ *.* @ xk--l @ uci ,,..., i,-l) is not bad, then 
y = Xl 0 *** 0 Xk-1 0 %,....,i,..J 0 ui, 0 Yh+1 3 %+J 
Ox,+,O...Ox,is~(~~,~)*andy<x. 
So, by induction on the order of x, we have 
Yk( Y) = Yk+l@) E @w + F(n - 1). 
Suppose now that x1 @ *.* @ xk-r @ u(~~,...,~,-,) is bad. Then if xk,_r @ uc 
were bad, we would have, since B is an excellent base for H(K), that xk-r @ xk 
is bad which we are assuming is not so. Thus uil @ x&r is bad and, since B 
is an excellent base for H(K), uil @ y(xi-r , u(~,,...,~,-,)) is bad. Furthermore, 
since x1 @ *** @ xk-r @ ui is bad, x1 @ *a* @ xk-a @ ui, is bad. Thus 
xl@*--@xk--l@u(. z1 ,..., 2r-1) @ uil is very bad of length 2. Thus, 
Y = xl @ "' 8 %c-1 @ u(il,....i,-,) @ %, 8 +k+l 3 %k+2) @ xk+3 
and so by Lemma 10, rk( y) = yk+r(x) E &F(a)) + F(n - 1). This completes 
the proof of the main lemma. 
COROLLARY 1. d(F(n)) + F(n - 1) r, H(n - 1). 
Proof. An immediate consequence of the main lemma. 
COROLLARY 2. d is inject&e on F(n) and @J(n)) nF(n - 1) = 0. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1, Lemma 6, and the fact that 
F(n - 1) r\ H(72 - 1) is trivial. 
COROLLARY 3. Z(E(n)) = d(F(n)). 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1, since 
d(E(n))CF(n- l)@H(n-- 1). 
THEOREM. Suppose B is an excellent base for H(K) and that B is nice. 
Then P,(k) is equal to the Poincare’ series of K @ T(E)/a where a is the two- 
sided ideal of T(E), (in$nitely) generated by the secondary elements of T(E) 
and by the bad elements of T(E). 
&I/17/2-2 
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Proof. Choose F = ~~+F(n), and H = UL, H(n). Then F @ d(F) = 
F @ H is clearly a two-sided ideal of T(E) and P,(k) = P(K @ T(E)/a), 
where a = F @ H. 
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